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Enjoy conversation in a cozy atmosphere. 
With our drink prices, it’s always happy hour! 
Come join your friends for a drink...
              Downstairs.

Located at Keimyung 
University’s East Gate
facebook.com/Downstairs.KMU

Directions
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명덕역 4번출구에서 
남문시장 방향 50M

주소 : 대구광역시시 중구 
         남산동 781번지
전화 : 053)254-3600

국내 최대 화방이 대구에 있습니다!

Take exit 4 at Myeongdeok station (Red Line). 
Walk straight for less than a minute and you will see us 
on your left!
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Dear Bracket Magazine Readers,

As an artist myself, I am very happy to introduce Shim Ah Bin, Koh 
Jae Wook, Lee Jong Chul, Beak Jung Ki, Choi Yeon Keun, and Kim Jae 
Bum’s works to this issue. Since I am not a curator, there is no particular 
common curatorial theme of these artists, except for the fact that they 
are all friends of mine and we meet regularly. Most of them are compa-
rably young and emerging artists working in Seoul. But again, they are 
not the representative artists that reveal the trends of the current Seoul 
art scene. They happen to just be friends who are making serious and 
interesting art.

To me, the biggest issue at the beginning of an artist’s career has to do 
with overcoming isolation. It is always comforting for an artist to realize 
that he or she isn’t the only one who desires to do what they love despite 
the fact that they may struggle. Not only do the six artists I am intro-
ducing know each other, but they also know the themes of each others’ 
works and what their problems are. We regularly meet up for critique. 
This group doesn’t have any educational obligation. It is merely friend-
ship that gives each of us encouragement; we’ve found that our artistic 
approaches are different, and we share a hope that we can be strong art-
ists who may lead artistic trends in the future.

I just love Beak Jung Ki’s stubborn but unique scientific approach, 
Shim Ah Bin’s very neat and tidy ability to keep everything around 
her so minimal, Lee Jong Chul’s sensitive selections from his everyday 
moments, Koh Jae Wook’s hopelessly romantic perspective, Choi Yeon 
Keun’s quiet experiments at night and Kim Jae Bum’s serious analysis on 
dark sociological incidents. I hope you enjoy their works!

Yeondoo Jung
Guest Editor

Editor’s 
Letter
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Horus Music Garage

URBAN 
Lounge 

Bar

Multi-Cultural Playground
Liquor, Darts, Beer Pong
Every Wed: Open Mic 
Every Weekend: Live Show   
  D.J./Party

Enjoy live music 
and cheap booze!
Weekends: Live Shows
Weekdays: Practice Studio 
 (100,000W/month 
 or 10,000W/hour)

contact to rent space for parties or live shows
010-7574-7555

ALL ABOUT 
DAEGU’S LIVE MUSIC



김성희주단

동아백화점 정문 (053) 424-6392
contact to rent space for parties or live shows

010-7574-7555



Shim Ah Bin

Shim Ah Bin, born in 1976, has 
been making art for almost 
twenty years. Heavily edu-

cated at three different art schools, 
she studied electronic imaging, 
video, and time based art. She has 
participated in numerous group 
shows all over Korea and has had 
several solo shows in Seoul. Her rap 
sheet notably includes a residency 
program in Sapporo that she com-
pleted in 2005. 

The work Shim shared with us 
is cohesive; every piece involving 
multiple parts to create something 
larger. One piece, for example, con-
sists of six white squares stacked 

together forming a cross of sorts. 
Each square contains different geo-
metric lines and shapes; some are 
empty and some are filled in with 
black. Another of her pieces places 
three photos in a row below three 
clock apparatuses above. The clock 
apparatus is void of any superflu-
ous pieces or numbers and consists 
only of a mechanical box and a 
swinging pendulum. The photos 
below capture a moment in time 
in which a human hand is reaching 
up in an attempt to grab the clock. 
From left to right, the blurred hand 
gets closer and closer to the top 
edge of the photo, indicating that a 

fourth photo would show only the 
forearm and that the hand would 
have made contact with the swing-
ing pendulum. If viewed indepen-
dently, the pieces would be mean-
ingless, but together they create 
clever narratives that Shim hopes 
reveal her three sources: herself, 
others and God. 

Shim subtly weaves these three 
sources together in her work so 
that they interact with each other 
within a context. Because Shim’s 
work makes use of puzzles, col-
laging theory and sequencing, the 
three sources are codependent 
needing all pieces of the arrange-
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ments in order to be fully realized. 
By arranging her work in this way, 
she says that her own agenda and 
others are sometimes more fully 
obvious than the 3rd source, which 
could be hidden, yet is always 
there. You can easily see how her 
three sources align themselves 
with a particular world view: that 
each of us exists, amidst others, 
and that a third presence, namely 
God, is omnipresent yet not always 
seen. Shim insists that the 3rd 
source is inherent in her work. “It 
creates an existence and controls 
destiny,” says Shim, and it includes 
“God, time, and death,” in its 
boundaries.

Consisting of paintings, videos, 
and installations, Shim’s work uses 

many techniques to embody three 
dimensional space. Every piece is 
a part on its own but coexists to 
create new relationships. When 
she tries to break away from 
physical structures, she realizes it 
can appear like nonsense, almost 
whimsical. Take her fishing rod se-
quence for example (not pictured), 
in which seven white squares are 
aligned neatly in a single row. They 
all contain only a few basic black 
lines and shapes that allude to a 
raised fishing rod with a sinker 
dangling from the top. As the 
pieces progress from left to right, 
the sinker lowers, little by little, 
until in the sixth square, it has 
disappeared from the canvas en-
tirely. Then, in the seventh square 

it reemerges as a floating attach-
ment extending the visual object a 
good six inches below the edge of 
the canvas. Shim believes this kind 
of departure from basic param-
eters injects her art with a sense of 
humor. This is her way of “putting 
heavy and difficult subject matter” 
into a state of irony. Such amuse-
ment is a driving force in her 
work and an indication of Shim’s 
perspective: “What fun will life be 
without any amusements?” [b]

Sharon Reichstadter
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Kim
Jae Bum
True crime events have always had the 
power to capture our attention. News or-
ganizations know this better than anyone. 
But why are these news stories so enticing 
to the public? From acts of vandalism, to 
small-town murders, to terrorist attacks, 
a crime narrative has the ability to ignite 
within us both fear and excitement. Any 
heinous criminal occurrence can become  
permanently installed in society’s collective 
memory. Seoul artist Kim Jae Bum address-
es our reactions to crime by reconstructing 
them into photographs.

Kim’s artistic focus on crime is not only 
fueled by the social and historical traumas 
that crime creates, but is also about the ab-
normal ambitions of the people who commit 
such acts. These two aspects of Kim’s focus 
have in common one thing: violence. After 
discovering this commonality, Kim won-
dered how he could display violent crime 
scenes in a way that wouldn’t immediately 
turn off the non-sadist viewer. He eventu-
ally began to see the meaning of ordinary 
life inside a violent context and felt that in 
order to illustrate this properly he would 
need to circumvent the actual violent im-
ages. Kim accomplishes this by reconstruct-
ing the crime scene moments before the 
actual violent events occur.

Reconstructing a street scene where the 
artist knows that moments later something 
terrible will happen comes with it’s share 
of hurdles. Kim must implement solid 
research practices for an accurate represen-
tation in his work. Like any good detective, 
Kim relies on the resources at hand. In the 
modern world, this often comes in the form 
of ready-made images from social media 
outlets. He also incorporates the collective 
memories of those who have witnessed the 
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From acts of vandalism, to small-town 
murders, to terrorist attacks, a crime 
narrative has the ability to ignite with-
in us both fear and excitement.

violent acts themselves. In other 
words, Kim’s reconstruction is 
based on public images and memo-
ries of others. Finally, Kim injects 
his personal memory and imagina-
tion into his display. In this way, 
he stays deeply connected to the 
work. 

Kim has sorted violence into 

two categories: visual violence 
and nonvisual violence. These two 
forms are of particular interest 
to Kim because he believes “they 
cannot be understood within 
each other”. Almost like layers, it 
is difficult to perceive one under 
another. The visual violence is 
more easily recognized because it 

involves physical acts such as mur-
der, terror, abuse, riots and war. 
However, under this layer exists 
nonvisual violence. This second, 
more difficult to perceive, cat-
egory “is hidden under the social 
order,” says Kim. It has more to do 
with social mores and ethics than 
physical acts. To properly address 
crime and the public perception 
Kim believes that to only focus on 
the visual or the nonvisual would 
be one-sided. He experiments in 
between the coincidence and inevi-
tability of both. [b]

Lisa Highfill
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Choi Yeon Keun
Choi Yeon Keun has a body of 
work that brightens dark, empty 
scenes with projected text. The 
illuminated words literally float in 
otherwise vacated urban spaces. 
Choi sometimes uses a transparent 
screen to project the text onto the 
walls of an empty room. He says 
this represents delusions of suc-
cessful communication between 
family, friends, lovers, or col-
leagues. Other times, he removes 
the film so that the subject moves 
slightly from these delusions to a 
complete communication break-

down. In the latter, city landscapes 
are used instead of motionless 
rooms and unknowing pedestrians 
or cars replace the transparent 
screen, making the text visible 
in an otherworldly way. “Once 
the text was projected into the 
air, people involuntarily became 
messengers who conveyed ... [the] 
messages,” with their physical 
presence. Choi believes this pro-
cess causes all of us to think again 
about how we communicate with 
each other.  

Choi’s word choices create 

sentences that are often blunt.  
The artist sees power in text, and 
according to him phrases like “NO-
BODY OWNS ME,” and “HERE 
IS NO WORK FOR MY EYES,” 
convey meaning like nothing else 
can. “Without language, could 
we fully understand each other 
while we communicate? Probably 
not.” It is the import of the words 
themselves that take center stage 
in Choi’s curated scenes. “YOU”, 
for example, hovers slightly above 
gray pavement on a deserted street 
on what looks like a breezy sum-
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mer evening, arbor in full bloom 
and only the light of one lamp post 
to cast shadows about. I imagine 
myself standing in that street; 
after all, I am “YOU” aren’t I? We 
all are when we take in Choi’s calm 
night scene. Again, it is as if Choi 
challenges us to deeply consider 
the how and why of our daily com-
munications.

But Choi recognizes that im-
ages have their own messages and 
that they too convey meaning in 
specific ways. A description of a 
juicy navel orange, for example, 
and a photo (or more contempo-
rarily a video) of the same object 
each have different connotations. 
Despite the old adage, a picture is 

worth a thousand words, Choi pre-
fers to focus on the way language 
is being used in the 21st century. 
He believes the speed with which 
we communicate in the modern 
world has increased dramatically, 
yet messages are often ambiguous 
and easily misunderstood. Choi 
says this happens in various ways 
but one of the easiest ways to see 
this phenomenon at work is by 
looking at social network services. 
“Thanks to SNS, it has become 
possible to communicate to a mas-
sive amount of people in a split 
second.” Enter any self-obsessed 
celebrity tweeting away the mun-
dane details of their life to millions 
of people at a time on Twitter. 

Choi believes that his projected 
texts literally visualize the issues 
we face. 

Choi says that when a street 
scene is augmented with visualized 
text, it will “work out much better 
with getting more of our atten-
tion, anywhere, anytime.” Well, he 
certainly has our attention now. 
We look forward to seeing what 
other clever art this young artist 
will construct in the future. [b]

Sharon Reichstadter
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Division. Pairing. Adjusting. Zoom-
ing. Cropping. Tilting. In Stereo Life, 
Lee Jong Chul’s photographs are an 
odd yet somehow comfortable mix-
ture of these techniques. The young 
artist’s work seems a nod to American 
artist David Salle’s paintings of divid-
ed imagery, yet the composition and 
tone feel more like the work of Cana-
dian artist Jeff Wall.

Despite these similarities, Stereo 
Life is not intentionally a reflection of 
either of the aforementioned artists. 
Instead, Lee says the project is about 
“how the meaning and looks of im-
ages can be changed by just position-

ing two different images together.” By 
stacking two compositions on top of 
each other, the artist creates a new 
narrative. This visual juxtaposition 
gives photos that might have little 
weight on their own a new strength, 
piquing the viewer’s interest. 

As Lee’s project started to take 
form, he made conscious efforts to 
pair images together in a way that 
would steer the viewer in a specific 
direction. His sentiment that pho-
tography gives “too much freedom to 
viewers to understand [the work in] 
... their own way” explains why he felt 
the need to create pieces with a clear-

er narrative. Lee’s photographs are 
about the subject at hand, not about 
a specific event or what is happening 
elsewhere. Taking the task of inter-
pretation out of this body of work, 
Lee has removed the viewer’s bur-
den of trying to figure out the art-
ist’s  intention.   

Lee was kind enough to answer 
some of our questions and shed 
light on what makes him tick.
 
Jess Hinshaw Where are you from?
Lee Jong Chul I am from Jeju Is-
land, South Korea.
 
JH What was your exposure to art 
like as a child? 
LJC I didn’t have any exposure to art 
from my family. I think I was more 
influenced by my natural surround-
ings. I had the benefit of a rooftop 
room where I could see Mt. Halla 
and the ocean, and my parents cul-
tivated a home garden.
 
JH You studied a few different things 
at university before settling on art. 
Was it difficult for you to choose the 
path of an artist?
LJC Choosing the path was easy but 
after the choice, it wasn’t easy. I was 
so into Indian philosophy and Bud-
dhism in high school, and I was a 
Buddhist monk for 10 months. One 
day, I was thinking about the pat-
terns of life. Some people see life 
as a game. Some people see it as a 
system, politics, something to ex-
plore…  but I started to think of it 
as creation. Life as creation became 

Lee
Jong
Chul
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my core way of seeing life, so I tried 
to be a chef, a composer and many 
other careers [before] ... I ended up 
studying sculpture and eventually 
photography.
 
JH How did you get your shows in 
NYC?
LJC There were lots of open calls for 
young artists in NYC, so I submitted 
my work. The shows I was a part of 
were more like parties rather than 
quiet and serious exhibitions. They 
were fun! 
 
JH Where have you shown the Stereo 
Life pieces?
LJC I showed the Stereo Life series at 
The New England School of Photog-
raphy in Boston, where I graduated.
 
JH Tell me a little about your edit-
ing process. How do you choose the 
photos?
LJC Since I don’t have specific im-
ages in mind when I take photos, ed-
iting images is a new way to explore. 
I tried to find relationships among 
the images. I believe each photo-
graph should stand up by itself but 
also at the same time I want to have 
a connection among the images. The 
connection is not for storytelling or 
to be [a] narrative but more like a 
thin line putting them in a group.
 
JH You work closely with Jung Yeon 
Doo, the curator of this issue. How 
did you guys hook up?
LJC When I was studying photog-
raphy in Boston, I saw Jung Yeon 

Lee
Jong
Chul

...he made conscious efforts to pair 
images together in a way that would 
steer the viewer in a specific direction.
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Doo’s works in a photography book, Vitamin 
PH: New Perspectives in Photography from 
Phaidon. I got really interested in his unique 
work. After I moved to NY, I found out from 
the Tina Kim Gallery that he would have a 
solo show there. I went to the opening and 
I was impressed; I really wanted to be a part 
of his project. I introduced myself to him 
[while] surrounded by crowds and gave him 
my business card, asking him to contact me if 
there was anything I could help him out with. 
A few months later, he contacted me for his 
new project in NY, Cinemagician, and I was 
thrilled to join him.  
 
JH Any shows coming up where we can see 
the Stereo Life pieces in person?
LJC Not yet. Actually I [temporarily] lost 
the original image files for Stereo Life ... and 
recently I found them. Right now I’m send-
ing out my portfolio to get [the chance] ... to 
show my works. [b]

Jess Hinshaw
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Koh Jae Wook

Coming across an ex’s old 
shirt or seeing something 
of your own that serves as a 

relic from a past relationship can 
bring up emotions that many of us 
might rather avoid. However, Koh 
Jae Wook doesn’t attempt to evade 
those difficult feelings nor does he 
trash symbolic paraphernalia that 
is often rife with old memories. 
He instead puts it all on display. 
Koh’s installation involves the 
cyclical romances of the movies, 
the enduring power of music, and 
the emblematic objects that we 
cling to. His work centers around 
lost or unrequited love and shows 

the piercing pain of one’s beloved 
loving another. 

We all know what it’s like to 
experience the asymmetries of 
love and longing. Someone who we 
feel very intensely for could easily 
be having those exact same feel-
ings for someone else, who in turn 
has eyes for another. Koh presents 
this vicious circle in his installa-
tion piece, why are you Romeo, in 
which he shows multiple cinematic 
romances being played out by well-
known actors in a circular fash-
ion. First you see Kyra Sedgwick 
entangled with John Travolta in 
Phenomenon, then John Travolta 

falling for Andie MacDowell in 
Michael, next Andie Macdowell is 
paired with Bill Murray in Ground-
hog Day, etc etc. While actors 
portray convincing romances 
year after year, many of us switch 
from one partner to the next. Koh 
makes the connection between 
our linear love lives and those 
played out on the silver screen, 
illustrating that we all participate 
in this ring of romance (albeit 
more sincerely and possibly less 
often) when we leave one relation-
ship and eventually decide to start 
again with someone new.

Another part of Koh’s installa-
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tion is an actual karaoke booth. At 
once this makes sense; we all know 
how much meaning music holds in 
relation to our love-lives. A single 
verse from a song can conjure the 
best or worst memories and it’s 
no coincidence that couples often 
have “their song”, or that after a 
break-up, we never want to hear 
certain lyrics again. By utilizing 
music, Koh facilitates a shared un-
derstanding of something deeply 
moving and personal. 

In a third part of the installa-
tion, Koh presents objects that 
represent a particular moment 

in a past relationship. For him, 
they hold an entire story, but for 
us they seem ordinary. Isn’t it the 
same way with our own stuffed 
turtle won at a fair or the weath-
ered cassette tape that functions 
only as a reminder of a teenage 
flame? The most trivial of objects 
become trophies, thus holding 
inflated importance. Koh is brave 
to share unassuming yet valuable 
items from his personal romances 
in you have to take it back now, 
please.

Finally, Koh’s titles themselves, 
I love you more than you think, for 

example, illustrate both his past 
love relationships as well as his 
continuing desire to reach the 
hearts of those who experience 
his work. As his work functions on 
multiple levels, he will inevitably 
reach some people. For Koh, this 
is enough because he wants more 
than anything, “to be remem-
bered.” Don’t we all. [b]

Lisa Highfill
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Beak Jung Ki
Enter the simulacra. Seoul native Beak 
Jung Ki’s work can seem as simple as it 
is complex. This is because it deals with 
the representation of the copy produc-
ing the copy itself. His latest work, is of: 
Mt. Seorak in Autumn, is a fascinating 
installation with multiple entry points, 
detailing a unique process.

Beak’s works have always focused on 
the relationship between the object and 
the end product. It has as much to do 
with what it does as what it is. One of the 
artist’s previous pieces used river water 
to create prints, detailing the symbi-
otic relationship between the river and 
the city. In another piece, Beak created 
bronze statues that functioned as receiv-
ers for radio waves. 

The work featured in [b]racket is no 
different and deals with the same sort 
of relationship. With it’s deceivingly 
simple title, is of: Mt. Seorak in Autumn, 
the viewer can quickly deduce the origin 
of the work. However, the accompany-
ing sculptures and equipment in the 
installation prove otherwise; the work is 
exponentially more complex. Beak began 
with a simple photograph of a Japanese 
maple tree, which he snapped in a public 
park. That subject matter quickly became 
an integral part of the finished product. 
Beak removed the very same leaves that 
he photographed and used them in an 
unexpected way, grinding them up and 
transforming them into an ink. Sounds 
easy enough, but it’s actually a com-
plex process that involves a knowledge 
of chemistry and some old-fashioned 
patience. After creating the ink, Beak 
intravenously inserted it into a printer 
cartridge using none other than an IV 
drip. With the press of the ‘print’ button, 
those ground up leaves, turned into ink, 
spread onto the crisp white printer paper 
creating a copy of the original photo-
graph Beak took. In other words, the 
photographic reproduction of the leaves 
was created with the leaves themselves, 
resulting in a duller resolution, but more 
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realistic representation. To put it plainly, the leaves 
indirectly printed themselves. 

Beak is most certainly familiar with Walter Ben-
jamin’s quintessential essay, “The Work of Art in the 
Age of Mechanical Reproduction.” In this essay, Ben-
jamin discusses how even a seemingly flawless work 
of art is always missing a crucial piece, which is: “It’s 
presence in time and space, it’s unique existence at 
the place where it happens to be.” In essence, works of 
art often lack a deeper connection to a specific point 
in the physical world. Beak’s work addresses this no-
tion by brilliantly bringing the art and the physical 

world closer together in an inventively intriguing way.
As the leaves’ pigment fades with time, so too does 

the ink in the printed picture. Beak states that “…
the color fading from the photograph follows the es-
sential cycle of deterioration in nature.” As nature re-
cedes so does the art. In this way, the subject and the 
object both diminish in tint, creating a new relation-
ship between what is recorded and what is produced 
from that recording. [b]

   Jess Hinshaw
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Between
Aesthetics and Ethics

New Work by Stephen Skorski

Opening reception
Monday, June 10, 6pm

HanKeeSook Gallery
(1 block east of Gukchae-bosang Memorial Park,

above Geena’s Cafe, see website for map)

PRESENTER LINEUP
김대연 KIM DAEYEON
류현민 RYU HYUNMIN

마테오 베라 MATTEO BERRA
잭 비아터 ZAK WIATR / 아이잭 로이쏠드 ISAAC LEUTHOLD

스티븐 엘리엇 STEPHEN ELLIOTT
김애란 KIM AERAN

심명보 SIM MYEONGBO / 이도현 LEE DOHYUN
박지수 PARK JISOO

임영희 LIM YOUNGHEE / 마르티나 군터 MARTINA GUENTHER
구현모 KU HYUNMO
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Live performances
Local rock musicians
Relaxing atmosphere
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